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About This Content

Expand your House Flipper® nuclear safety options with the Apocalyose Flipper DLC Pack! This add-on includes...

 5 new Houses with fallout shelters

 3 unique appraisers with new expectations about perfect house

 More than 40 unique shelter items like weapons, food rations, electric power generators, etc.
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Title: Apocalypse Flipper DLC
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Empyrean
Publisher:
PlayWay S.A., Frozen District
Franchise:
House Flipper
Release Date: 17 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i3 3,20GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 955 3,2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560 / AMD R7-260X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Polish,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian
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So yes i have very few hours of play but i owned the game on 360 for years. I asolutly loved it on the 360 how ever this game
needs to be a twin stick shooter in my opinion. So if you played the game on 360 and thought it would be the same i'm sorry you
are wrong. You use the mouse to both shoot and move and it is the most frustating thing ever. I bought this game on sale and am
reggreting it already don't make the same mistake. If there was a way to even have the keybord keys move you left and right
while using the mouse to shoot the game would be infinitely better but until then i cannot recommend.. Can't get past the
Calibration screen "Hold R3". Had this on 360 and pc (not EX version) and mostly ignored the game.

Finally gave the EX version a go and I gotta say I'm very pleased with it. The one thing they fixed with this version is they
simplified the currency (original game had three types- think nuts, bolts and screws). That for me made it more enjoyable
because not having to worry about three different parts to have was a relief.

The second character Tarus is (surprisingly) fun to use... So much so that I completed his campaign, (and Btw I LOVED that
ending).

Another thing I really like is the soundtrack. Heavy, crunchy guitar with some really catchy riffs and awesome solo work. This
combined with some light electronic music thrown in is by far one of my favorite game soundtracks. I found myself at work
whistling some of the tunes even!

Being able to go back to earlier stages with newly gained abilities to access new areas/collectibles /powerups is ALWAYS a plus
in my book. So I guess it's *kind of* a metroidvania type game in this sense, but it's not open world. Instead of select the level
you want to go to (there's 7 levels). Just think of it as warp spots. :)

I also liked how the cutscenes aren't voiced at all. I know I'm weird but Im the type of person who gives them my own voice.

Only a couple of things I didn't like but these are small nitpicks- every time a boss or miniboss is introduced you have to wait
some seconds for an introduction (show off) before fighting.
Also the game is a bit short BUT as you can see I have almost 10 hours having played both campaigns and collecting and
upgrading just about everything.

Also I found myself ditching the traditional x to shoot in favor of using the right stick instead. It's something I'm usually against
for this genre but it feels much more natural and flows way better.

8.5/10. Good game!
I think it\u00b4s just the best game on steam.. This is such a beautiful game and the story is really interesting... unfortunatly I
have yet to play much of it becuase the game crashes about ten minutes in. As long as it does'nt crash, I highly reccomend this!
Hopefully there will come a day when it wont crash and I can give a proper review.. if you dont whant to lose your time, dont
buy this game
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Paid for all the episodes long long long time ago hmmm still selling that package and nothing released.. That moment when the
developers couldn't just copy the community made map and make it free, but they remade and absolutely ruined the level. Don't
waste your time and money on that crap, you'll better download mod manager and play some ACTUALLY GOOD
COMMUNITY maps.. son, I never know what the ♥♥♥♥ is going on in this game but theres a bunch of lazers
and♥♥♥♥♥♥going back and forth and♥♥♥♥♥. TL;DR- One Strike has a pretty solid concept at its core, but is severely let
down by several game elements. A game to keep your eye on.

One Strike has a pretty interesting idea as far as fighting games go, where each "round" is determined by a single hit. In most of
the gamemodes, such as they are, that one hit is also the end of the game, however there is also one mode where each player has
five lives to get a long experience from it. Each of the six characters has a different feel, and the simple controls means it's easy
to figure out the strengths and weaknesses of each character.

This all means that One Strike creates a very fast paced feel to it, where both players are trying to fight for a better position over
each other. It is quite fun trying to figure out how your opponent will move next, moving to counter them and all that. Each
character is very well balanced to each other, with each character having one main focus, and one major weakness.

There are several major problems with this game, however. For one, the controls feel like there is a slight delay between
keypush and action, which is a major problem in a game that builds itself on fast paced combat. There is also the problem with a
lack of content. There is a single player mode, with four game modes, which each have a little bit of uniqueness, but all see you
facing each of the characters controlled by an AI. There is an hour or two worth of gameplay to be had here, but it gets boring
once you figure out how each character is going to act, made worse by the fact that you always face the character roster in the
same order. As far as multiplayer goes, there isn't much at all. There is a sort of local multiplayer mode, but unless both players
have controllers, its not really playable. The keys for each characters movement are on both sides of the keyboard, for each
player, so actually playing that way is impossible. There is no way to re bind keys, which should be an option regardless.
Ultimately, after the first few matches in SP, you have experienced everything One Strike has to offer.

I'd still say I generally recommend this game, but its much better to file under the "keep an eye on for development
improvements" category.. This is hopefully getting an update to sound and graphics. Ill hold off on full review.. While I can't say
this is a bad game, I can't really say it is a good game either. So far I have only played ten minutes of this, and in that ten
minutes I REALLY enjoyed the game, however I was able to find a couple flaws. For example, there is no storyline. I know this
sounds weird because in these types of games you don't need a storyline, however I didn't fully understand what do to. What I
understood was that all enemies will blow up if you go near them, and that is really it. Shooting doesn't seem to do anything.

Also, the models aren't the best, I mean the closest thing I can describe the enemies to are the bullets from the mario racing
games, and it doesn't help that (what I take is supposed to be the windsheild) looks like an eye.

However, again, I cannot say this is a bad game. It is early access, and to top that it is less than a dollar.

To me, it was worth a shot, and I am happy with my dollar investment.
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